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To our Valued Customers, Representatives, and Suppliers,
A quick Air Monitor operations update amid COVID-19.
First and foremost, thank you for your continual loyalty and trust in Air Monitor throughout this
unprecedented pandemic. We understand the critical role Air Monitor plays in your business, and we
are here for you. As an essential business, Air Monitor continues to remain open and operate at full
capacity. We are committed to delivering the flow meters you depend on for your process and facility
operation. We will continue to provide the same excellent level of support and customer service you
expect from Air Monitor.
Some commercial product lines have been affected by material supply chain shortages and may affect
delivery times. No need to call in - any customers that may be affected by this shortage are being
contacted and notified by our team.
The majority of Air Monitor products are shipping within our standard lead time. For those needing
expedited shipments, most products are available for expedited delivery. Contact Air Monitor Sales for
best delivery times. If you have questions regarding availability, give us a call at (800) AIRFLOW or
(707) 544-2706. Our flow and application expert engineers remain on the job to help you with your
flow application needs.
Of course, our top priority is the safety and well-being of our employees, customers, partners, and
families. We continue to vigilantly operate under the guidelines of the CDC and our local regulations.
We have implemented best practices such as visitor restrictions, work from home policies where
possible, social distancing, and encourage recommended self-hygiene habits.
How We are Helping-Partnering with the Medical and Pharmaceutical Industry to Fight COVID19
Did you know that Air Monitor provides critical instrumentation for room or space pressurization used
to create clean rooms? Clean rooms use positive air pressurization of spaces to avoid the introduction
of contaminants into controlled environments. Hospitals and pill manufacturers rely on Air Monitor's
engineered solutions to deliver optimal results.
We will keep you posted on any developments. For now, take care and stay safe. We know we will get
through this together.
Sincerely,
Scott Harrison
General Manager
Air Monitor Corporation

